My Heart's Desire for My Bride is to hear Me clearly
May 9, 2021 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare
(Jesus) "My dear Ones, difficult times will continue to happen, but if you remain close to My heart,
both in prayer and thanksgiving, if you seek the things of the kingdom and not the things of the
world, you will be protected.
"There is so much misinformation on the internet and in the news. This is why you must cultivate
the ability to listen for My voice. Many of you have become accustomed to the noisy and
threatening so called 'prophecies' of mainstream media sources and even some YouTube
channels. They are not to be trusted, dear ones. If you are basing your life on what you hear there,
you are being grossly misled, and do not have a true understanding of what this country is going
through, nor can you differentiate the villains from the heroes. This is something you must discern
in prayer.
"When Hitler rose to power in Nazi Germany, he used the media to lure public opinion into
supporting his detestable practices. The media was on the government’s payroll and told the
public what it wanted to hear, in order to support Hitler’s agenda of the extermination of the
Jews.
"The very same thing is happening now in this country, except the target is Christians. It is written
that "You will be hated because of My Name" and those working for the mainstream media are
part of the subversion of Godly agendas in this country. My precious Brides, do not be in a hurry
when you come into prayer. Wait on Me, examine your conscience, and repent for even the little
things you may have done that displease Me. When you are called up higher, there is a price to
pay. There are sacrifices I may ask of you personally, which I do not of others.
"My heart is to speak to you, to inform you, to counsel and guide you. These are the delights of a
real relationship with Me. But I also love to linger with you and dwell in your worshipful presence.
Your sweet songs and attentions to Me make up for so much indifference and coldness in the
world. When you enter into true worship, in Spirit and in Truth, it is an absolute wonder to Me,
and I allow Myself to be drenched in your love and thanksgiving. You can never do that too much.
Abide in Me and I will abide in you, dear ones.
"In order to cultivate the ability to hear My still small voice, it is necessary for you to still your
mind, your own voice. Avoid being in the presence of agitating sound and voices. Cultivate a
peaceful and silent atmosphere to enter into worship. Your spiritual ears are clogged with layers of
worldly noises, worldly voices, and unnecessary talking. Stillness of heart, mind and body prepare
the way for Me to speak clearly to you. My Mother is also an intercessor to turn to. Ask for her
assistance, for the greatest thing on her heart is for you to be with Me.
"Dedicate yourselves to silence... even the gentle wind and the singing of birds takes on so much
more meaning when you learn to still the endless noises of the world. As you cultivate this stillness
of heart and soul, you become more sensitive than ever of My whisperings to you.

"Many of you have heard Me clearly, but write it off to your own thinking. Well, yes, it is true that
My words come to you as if they were your own thoughts, but they have a slightly different
character, and many times when I speak to you, you simply gloss over it.
"One way you can recognize My voice is that it is incredibly gentle. When I speak to you, I honor
your free will, and My words are ever so gentle, not forceful. Many times I will bring up a subject
or metaphor that you would never have thought of on your own. That too is a way you can
differentiate My thoughts from your own."
(Clare) I have had that happen to me a lot, where thoughts would come to me that were just
totally out of my area of thinking, and I knew they were coming from the Holy Spirit.
(Jesus) "You will learn that I never disparage or put people down. I may tell you what their
problem is, but never with an ugly air. When I do that, I will inspire you to pray for them, making
you realize that you are dealing with a wounded and misguided soul, and My whole heart for them
is healing. Healing takes time, and your kindness and patience with them will accelerate that
process.
"I have taught you about dwelling prayer because I want you to linger with Me, lavish your time on
Me and forsake other pressing matters, as long as it doesn’t lead to negligence or abandoning
your responsibilities. I love to see you push aside the world to spend more time with Me.
"As you worship and enter into My rest within My presence, the dust settles all around you, from
the thoughts of the world, as well as your own, to even the thoughts of the demons, all to still
your voice, even in worship, then the air becomes cleaner and more conducive to hearing My
voice and My Heart. Oh My dear ones, I have so much to tell you; come to Me, worship Me and
rest in deep adoration, where stillness of heart and mind make you ready to hear My words to
you.
"Sometimes, when you feel stuck in the silence, like nothing is coming to you, you can go back to
dwelling music or take a random reading from your holy books. I speak to you continuously
through holy reading materials. But you must learn to read between the lines and sense not just
the meaning of the words, but what lies behind the main thought. Most often it will be something
I have been speaking to you about, and you will catch a gentle hint. Also remember that when you
approach Me through My Bible Promises, or any form of oracle, as the priests did in ancient times,
I may change the subject and speak to you about something totally different, yet much more
important to Me for you to recognize.
"My precious family, I love you so very dearly, and it is My greatest hope that we can
communicate clearly with one another, that you may grow in holiness and I may share in your joys
and sorrows more and more. Lean on Me, cleave to Me, seek Me, wait on Me, I will not disappoint
you. I bless you now with a keen ear to hear My still small voice from within your heart, and the
grace of patience it takes to wait on Me."

